Harmony 2
Music 53B, section 002

Jon Kulpa
kulpajj@berkeley.edu
Mailbox: rm. 107, Morrison
Office hours: write it in here! -----> ________________________
- announcements go out with bcourses, and you’ll get notified in email
- some resources may be on bcourses, but for the most part everything is on my personal website:

jonkulpa.weebly.com
> Harmony educational resources
> Harmony 1 review
> Harmony 2

Meeting times
M, W, F: 10:00 - 11:00
Room 128, Morrison
attendance is on you
Welcome to Music 53B !!!
This course is designed for and required of music majors. You may take the course as long as you
passed Music 53A. This class continues the work of Harmony 1. Following a brief review, the next
two units introduce further elaborations of tonal harmony, with an emphasis on tonicization and
modulation. Unit IV introduces late 18th Century Western musical practice, and abandons chorale
textures in favor of keyboard writing. Finally, Unit V introduces some more advanced chromatic
chords.
What this course is and what it is not
Take note: this is not a composition course to develop your own style of music. This is a course to
study the language of composers like Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven. There is no tyranny in being
“forced” to learn these rules. When you learn a language, you learn that language for what it is. This
is absolutely not the only language or the way music ought to sound. It is the way 18th Century
music sounds, so think of yourself as adopting the ears of Bach. If you want to break rules or if you
have the urge to develop your own original musical thoughts, you absolutely need to! However, this
course is not the place for it. You’ll need to get a composition teacher to develop in this way.
Practicing/hearing this material
Harmony is not a crossword puzzle - in this class you are learning principles that create actual
sounds! What’s a music school if not to learn about actual sound? Though we won’t be directly
testing your ear in this class, you are only selling yourself and your education short if you don’t
practice the handouts you are given on the piano (or guitar or...). By the end of this class, you should
know how all of these chords function, not only by sight but by the actual sound too.

Class schedule
I.

Harmony 1 Review
chord function
voice leading + doubling
process of writing; process of editing

(2 - 3 weeks)

II.

Applied Chords
secondary V and V7
secondary viiº and viiº7

( ~3 weeks )

III. Modulation to Closely Related Keys
pivot chord modulation
direct modulation
IV.

Introduction to the Classical Style
phrase structure, harmonic rhythm
basic keyboard textures
motive and melody
small forms (rounded binary and minuet and trio)

V.

Chromatic Chords
Neapolitan 6th chords
Augmented 6th chords

VI.

Sonata Form

( ~3 weeks )

Grading
~70% = homework
• 4-part chorale assignments
all HW is due at the very beginning of the next class
if it is late past the collection time...
...you have til 5:00 pm that day to get it to my box without penalty
...you have til the very beginning of the next class,
or you lose a 1/2 letter grade
...thereafter, I cannot accept assignments
NOTE: It is completely your responsibility to turn in work. It is not part of the deal for me to
email you until I receive assignments. I want you to succeed but you must learn to
manage yourself.
If you are absent, find out what you missed from a peer.
Exchange emails with someone else in here:__________________________
~30% = Tests and (potential) Final Project:
- midterm (or two)
- final exam
- final project?

Exceptions to deadlines and being in class
I do not take attendance, but everything we do in class is important. This is a cumulative skill you
are building. If you plan on being absent (due to interviews, school trips, etc), please speak to me as
early as possible. Also, illnesses unfortunately may happen. However, take note:
Being excused from class for a certain period of time does not mean you don’t need to stay in
touch with me given that you are physically able to; it also does not give you an open deadline
to turn in your work whenever you happen to get around to it. Illnesses or psychological
difficulties during the semester still must involve you staying in touch with me and setting
realistic deadlines that must be approved by me (as long as you are physically able to).
Plagiarism
Do your own work. Copying someone else in the class = F.

University Resources
Disability-related accommodations:
If you are registered with the Disabled Students Program and need disability-related
accommodations, please let me know as soon as possible so we can make appropriate
arrangements. If you need accommodations but are not registered with DSP, please contact DSP by
phone at 642-0518 or through their Web site at
http://dsp.berkeley.edu
If you need disability-related accommodations in this class, if you have emergency medical
information you wish to share with me, or if you need special arrangements in case the building must
be evacuated, please inform me immediately. Please see me privately after class or in my office.
Tang Center Counseling and Psychological Services:
2222 Bancroft Way
642-9494
http://uhs.berkeley.edu
The UHS Counseling and Psychological Services staff provides confidential assistance to students
managing problems that can emerge from financial, academic, legal, family concerns, and more. In
the realm of sexual harassment, UHS coordinates education programs, crisis counseling, advocacy,
and medical care for women and men who have been harassed or assaulted (Tang Center, 2222
Bancroft Way; Prevention, 642-7202; Victim Assistance and Counseling, 642-6074, Counseling
Services, 642-9494, Medical Care, 642-3188)

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Your emergency evacuation assembly area is the lawn just south of Hertz Hall.
In the event of an emergency please follow instructions from your instructor and Music Department
staff.
Take note of emergency procedures posted in your classroom. If the fire alarm is sounding, exit
the building immediately. In the event of an earthquake, duck when possible and hold in place,
covering your head with your arms, a binder or your laptop. Then exit the building when the shaking
stops.
If you are in a wheelchair and on the second floor of Morrison, proceed to the Designated Waiting
Area for evacuation. A Disabled Evacuation Chair is located in the first floor classroom hallway.
If you are in a wheelchair and in the basement area, exit through the long locker hallway and through
the service area out the door to your right at the end of the hall. You may need assistance to open the
outside door.
EMERGENCY SERVICES:
• UC Police and all emergencies number from campus phones: 911
• UC Police and all emergencies number from cell phones: (510) 642-3333
• UC Police non-emergency number: (510) 642-6760

COPYRIGHT INFORMATION
Federal copyright laws protect all original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium. When using
material that has been written, recorded, or designed by someone else, it is important to make sure
that you are not violating copyright law by improperly using someone else's intellectual property.
The Department of Music is committed to upholding copyright law. As a student enrolled in this music
class, you may be provided with access to copyrighted music which is directly related to the content
of this course. It is our expectation that you will utilize these digital recordings during the course of the
semester that you are enrolled in this class, and will delete these recordings after the close of the
course. The purpose and character under which these recordings are being provided to you is for
nonprofit educational purposes only.
To read more about UC's Policy and Guidelines on the Reproduction of Copyrighted Materials for
Teaching and Research, visit http://copyright.universityofcalifornia.edu/index.html

